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Get	into	the	french	rhythm	in	Summer	and	winter	



The Cours de vacances (CDV) offers an intensive programme of learning French as a foreign language in a 
stimulating environment which encourages people to come together. An experience to be lived both on campus 
and in the city of Lausanne!

What is Mutual Teaching in Context (MTC) ?

The MTC programme consists of 3 or 6 weeks of study which the student completes in a semi-independent 
manner based on an ethnolinguistic approach which motivates the student to be in contact with his/her urban 
and academic surroundings. This programme is conceptualised on the premise that a student who is faced 
with French language as it is effectively used and who learns to question the feeling of uncanniness he/she 
experiments (linguistic and cultural) is led to develop his/her sensitivity to details of behaviors and expressions 
encountered. Constantly going back and forth between participation and observation, the student learns to 
sharpen this sensitivity, which is fundamental to learning a foreign culture/language and developing one’s 
practical and linguistic skills. In order to achieve this, the student gathers linguistic and cultural information using 
photographs, conversation recordings, and puts them together (transcriptions of the recordings, drafting, etc.) 
independently. Subsequently, thanks to the exchanges with a teacher, the student increases his/her linguistic/
cultural knowledge, reflects on the origins of his/her mistakes and corrects them.

Quotes from the portfolios compiled during the MTC programme      

« L’après-midi, je suis le cours de l’EMC que j’aime beaucoup. D’une part, c’est très utile de recevoir un feedback individuel de nos 

fautes par nos enseignants, d’autre part, les tâches à remplir consistent en contacts avec des Lausannois qu’on doit inter-

viewer. Il s’agit alors d’une rencontre réelle et authentique qui nous fait connaître les gens et leur mentalité. De plus, en trans-

crivant ce que les Lausannois nous ont raconté, les étudiants peuvent exercer aussi la compréhension orale. Ça m’a beaucoup plu 

d’aller dans la rue pour entrer en contact avec les gens du lieu qui étaient tous très gentils. »
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In this programme, the eyes and ears of the student are the main tools. However, the CDV provides a number 
of other tools and resources specifically designed for the MTC programme :

- audio recorders to record conversations

- exercise sheets to be completed independently  

- laptops with a programme that helps with spelling

- a multimedia center 

- an online interface « Moodle » for drafting, transmission and correction of texts produced by the sudent 

Students who have a smartphone can use it (camera, video, voice recorder, etc.). It is recommended, that they 
bring the connection cables that accompany their device. 

To complete the programme successfully, basic computer skills are required.

  

How is the programme organized ? How many hours does it represent ?
This programme, necessarily combined to the principal programme extends over 3 or 6 weeks. An example of 
the schedule is provided at the end of this brochure. 

3 weeks = principal programme in the morning (practical language course or Introduction to Academic Texts) 
+ MTC programme in the afternoon = a total of 69 periods* of contact hours + 57 periods of independant 
study

6 weeks = principal programme in the morning (practical language course or Introduction to Academic Texts) 
+ MTC programme in the afternoon = a total of 134 periods* of contact hours + 118 periods of independant 
study 

During the winter session, the programme is offered over 3 weeks. However, the MTC programme can be 
followed over 3 or 6 weeks during the summer. 

* 1 period = 45 minutes

What are the specificities of the MTC programme ?  

With this programme, it is possible to obtain ECTS credits and the Certificate of Qualification in French (CQF) 
which certifies the student’s level according to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). The 
3–week programme allows to obtain 5 ECTS credits. The 6–week programme allows to obtain 10 ECTS credits.

This programme combines different types of learning. One part of the programme takes place in a classroom 
in small groups of 6 to 8 students, allowing the teachers to carry out a personalised follow-up of the student's 
work in French. The other part of the programme is completed independently and gives the students time to 
work at their own pace. Moreover, the programme promotes a « field » work, which involves activities in the city 
of Lausanne to encourage exchanges between the students and the city inhabitants. 



In town or on the university’s campus, students complete some activities in French. 
They collect pictures, take notes and make recordings of their conversations.

With the help of the material they have collected, students work independently 
at home. They write texts : a first version they send to the teacher, then a second 
version after correction.  

Every other afternoon, students go to class. In small groups, with the help of 
their teacher, they work together on their texts and exchange on their learning 
experiences. 
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« Je suis heureux d’avoir beaucoup appris ici et d’avoir beaucoup amélioré mon français 

comme une langue étrangère, mais aussi d’avoir amélioré ma confiance d’utiliser le français. 

En effet, je n’ai plus peur de parler et de m’engager avec les francophones parce que je me 

sens capable de tenir une conversation. Je suis sûrement des années lumière loin de parler 

couramment le français, mais mes cours m’ont équipé avec les outils pour (sur)vivre dans 

les rues de Lausanne, et dans le monde francopone.»
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What is the Certificate of Qualification in French (CQF) ?
The CQF is the certificate the Cours de vacances delivers to students who have followed the Mutual Teaching 
in Context programme (MTC) and who have fulfilled the conditions for obtaining it. The grade and the level 
according to the CEFR are mentioned on the certificate. The student is assessed by the teacher throughout the 
programme, and also by an expert during the final assessment which is composed of a linguistic ability test 
and an oral examination (in the presence of the teacher and an expert) during which the student presents the 
portfolio he/she has compiled.

The final level of the students is an overall level resulting from the average of his/her written expression, oral 
expression, written comprehension and oral comprehension.

For students who want to enter Lausanne University, the Certificate of Qualification in French (CQF) allows to be 
exempted of the French examination only if the required level is obtained.

What are the requirements to obtain the Certificate of Qualification in French and 
the ECTS credits ?

To obtain the ECTS credits and the CQF, students have to participate in a minimum of 80% of the periods 
of the principal programme. Moreover, the active participation in 100% of the MTC programme is required. 
Students also have to complete all the written tasks of the programme and gather them to compile an electronic 
portfolio.

At the end of the programme, students attend a linguistic ability test and an oral examination. The grade of 4 
out of a maximum of 6 has to be obtained in the oral examination to receive the CQF.



  

« Le cours avait lieu tous les jours et durait toute la journée avec un programme dans 
la matinée et un autre dans l’après-midi nommé EMC. Pour chaque programme il 
fallait rendre des devoirs qui étaient corrigés en classe ou à distance grâce au moyen 
informatique et éducatif disponible. […] La correction minutieuse des devoirs 
permettait de bien apprendre de mes erreurs, il y avait  également une ambiance 
conviviale encourageant les échanges entre différents  élèves et la disponibilité de 
plusieurs moyens pédagogiques qui permettaient une communication quasi 
permanente avec les enseignants et mes camarades de classe. »
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What are the tasks of the electronic portfolio ?
The written tasks which constitute the electronic portfolio are slightly different if the student follows the 

3–week or 6–week programme. In both cases, students will have to write:

    a cross biography of language learning

    a report on an activity in town/on the campus

    two portraits/descriptions of the town

    for the students of the 6–week programme only : two reports of an academic lecture and a small essay are 
also required in addition to the written tasks mentionned above

 

Who can follow the MTC programme ?
The programme is open to every person over 17 years old who wishes to improve his/her French language 
skills. No qualification is required to follow this programme but students must have at least an A2-B1 (A2 
completed).*

The ECTS credits and the CQF delivered by the Cours de vacances can be recognised by other universities if the 
student’s home university verifies such external courses.

 

* The level of the student is assessed by the assessment test of the CDV that is passed on the first day of each 

session of courses.



Week 1 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8.15 - 8.45 RECEPTION ASSEMBLY

8.45 - 10.15
8.30 WRITTEN

TEST
Class* Class* Class* Class*

BREAK 11.00 - 11.30
INFORMATION

SESSION10.45 - 12.00 Class* Class* Class* Class*

BREAK

13.15 - 14.45
14.00 - 15.30

ORAL TEST
MTC :

Presentation of
the programme 

and beginning 
of the indepen-

dant work

MTC
Group A

MTC 
Group A

15.00 - 16.30
MTC

Group B
MTC

Group B

16.30 - 18.00 18.00 Tandem
Outing with your

class

Mutual Teaching in Context programme (MTC) 
(5/10 ECTS credits)
Schedule* 3/6 weeks  
* This schedule is an example, changes can occur.

*Principal programme: practical language
course or Introduction to Academic Texts

* Principal programme: practical language
course or Introduction to Academic Texts

** For the MTC programme of 3 weeks: an outing in town with the 
teacher (4 periods) is scheduled during week 2.

** For the MTC programme of 6 weeks: an outing in town with the 
teacher (4 periods) and an outing linked to the academic world (4 
periods) are scheduled between week 2 and week 5.

week 2**
weeks 2, 3, 
4, 5***

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8.45 - 10.15 Class* Class* Class* Class* Class*

BREAK

10.45 - 12.00 Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop*

BREAK

13.15 - 14.45
MTC

Group A
MTC

Group A

15.00 - 16.30
MTC

Group B 
MTC

Group B 



To contact us:

Lausanne University
Cours de vacances
Anthropole building
CH – 1015 Lausanne

E-mail : coursdevacances@unil.ch
tel  : +41 21 692 30 90 
fax : +41 692 30 85 
web : www.unil.ch/cvac
Join us on Facebook !

*Principal programme: practical language
course or Introduction to Academic Texts

Week 3/
Week 6 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

8.45 -10.15 Class* Class* Class* Class* Class*

BREAK

10.45 - 12.00 Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop* Class/Workshop*

BREAK

13.15 - 14.45
MTC

Group A MTC
linguistic ability

test
End: 15.30

MTC
Oral examination

15.00 - 16.30
 MTC

Group B

Outing with your
class

21.00 Concert
(only in summer)
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